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A recipe book with a fresh, practical approach to home cooking. This book has been written by a busy,
working mother of six school-going children who loves to cook for both family and friends. The recipes are
easy to follow and Sheila takes a practical and realistic approach to the cookery methods – busy people prep
as they cook and don't have a chopped/diced/cubed/grated onion magically on standby! The book also
includes a planning schedule and suggested menus for family gatherings such as communions and birthdays,
as well as a time planner for Christmas Day. All ingredients used are readily available from the local
supermarket, are fairly cost conscious and include recipes to make the most of leftovers that kids will want to
eat. The delicious, easy recipes include dishes such as Chicken Tikka Masala and Double Chocolate
Cupcakes.

Reviews for 'Gimme the Recipe':

'...the go-to-bible for easy to follow recipes.' -Irish Tatler.

'[A] terrific cookbook- a repertoire of recipes that nourish and delight. I particularly loved the chapter on
planning family gatherings and parties at home.' -Darina Allen. Irish Examiner.

'...it inspires confidence and makes you feel you can certainly whip up anything you fancy.' -Lara Bradley.
Sunday Independent.

'You might not be able to have it all but, with Kiely's recipes, I'd say you can certainly make a decent stab at
cooking it all.' -Fiona Kiely, Sunday Business Post.
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From reader reviews:

Catherine Rubio:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Gimme the Recipe. Try to make book Gimme the Recipe as your friend. It
means that it can for being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let us make new experience and also
knowledge with this book.

Jeff Jaco:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what you problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man? If you don't
have spare time to do others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have extra time? What did
you do? All people has many questions above. They should answer that question simply because just their
can do which. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start
from on guardería until university need this Gimme the Recipe to read.

Juan Moses:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, about to beach, or
picnic within the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? May be reading a book is usually option to fill your totally free
time/ holiday. The first thing you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to
try look for book, may be the book untitled Gimme the Recipe can be fine book to read. May be it could be
best activity to you.

Maranda Shoemaker:

Reading a book to become new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to read a book. When you
learn a book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book
that you have read. If you need to get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and soon. The Gimme
the Recipe offer you a new experience in studying a book.
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